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Today we trip over a hiccup in the daily numerology cycle. New Year, new lap around the sun, 

the 1 to 9 cycle re-sets.  

 

 December 28, 2020        2+8+1+2+2+0+2+0     = 8 

                                  29  2+9+1+2+2+2          = 9 

                                  30                   3+1+2+2+2 = 10          = 1 

                                  31                   3+1+1+2+2+2 = 11     = 2 

January      01, 2021 1+1+2+2+1          = 7 

                                  02  2+1+2+2+1          = 8 

 

Dancing around a few websites readers here have recommended, I tripped over a phrase to the 

effect of  "…a world that works for everyone" or similar words, which strongly suggest the 

world does not function for everybody and requires modification. I will be the first one to agree 

Earth doesn't operate to everybody's preferences, yet the phrase sounds eerily like something the 

Bolsheviks might have said (or did say) to sell communist notions to the naïve, before it was too 

late. This is like what politicians in the USA and a few other locales have been squawking lately.  

 

As we all know innately, human preferences are   W I D E L Y  varied. For evidence, 

observe ten women in the ladies' shoe department of a larger store. Unlike footwear, where ~to 

each his own~ reigns supreme, human society function begs the question: who decides, when 

several people are involved? 

 

We turn to The Committee. 

 

Q: My good friend at The New Golden Era website in England, has channeled his guides 

and others, who have said several times, Earth society requires a change, an upgrade and a 

modification; human life cannot continue as it has. The Shift is happening to correct it. Have We 

The People brought this upon ourselves and would we have avoided much of what is coming, 

had we followed different paths? 

C: Events now increasing in frequency and intensity were going to occur anyway, however 

your question is relevant; less energy would have attached to Earth, and different energy also, 

part of what is now passing through and across the universe and your galaxy. Different type and 

intensity would have had the greater effects, from different paths. 

 

This operates along the principles understood in physics and electricity; the resistance of one 

part, piece or component of a circuit will attract a precisely equivalent voltage, part of the total 

circuit voltage, as its specific resistance bears to the total resistance in the circuit.  

 

Humans would say this is science, but it is how spiritual energy operates. Science is spirituality, 

by way of human perception.  

 

Earth is attracting the quantum and quality of what it has emitted, and this will occur down to 

each of you individually also.   

 



Q: Overall, the conflict described in The New Golden Era is cooperation versus competition. 

Please describe the current circumstances in human society as they create A vs. B.  

C: Humans insist on physical presence hypocritically, engaging in competition for 

possession. Hypocritically applies because possession of money is pure faith and naked 

expectation, yet is valued as much as a physical things. 

 

This leads to the notion of taking and receiving; to have here means to take from there. Of course 

constraints exist to production; not everyone who wants a Ferrari can have one in short order. 

Cooperation is required for both materials and labor to manufacture, and time must be added.  

 

This example can be extended to any physical possession, large or small, made or found, and as 

saturation is approached —most people who want, get— a general understanding of the illusion 

begins to take hold.  

 

Human society reaches this constantly, taking things for granted. Wind, sunlight, nightfall, water, 

food, lotions and luxuries are considered automatic and a given by many humans among you. 

You yourself hold these ideas about many things, thus little if any competition exists for many of 

them.  

 

When perceived scarcity arrives, competition sets in. This entirely learned & taught, it is not 

required. Thirst, hunger, cold, fear and many undesirable circumstances can be alleviated for 

everyone. No shortage of resources exists on Earth, and easily can cooperation make them 

available.  

 

Humans cannot yet cooperate without choosing a leader, who often cannot help her- or himself 

from becoming intoxicated then addicted to the dopamine of deciding. Thus develops a system 

of scarcity, lack and shortage plus control of allocations. 

 

What have developed currently are technologies, of communication and transportation, which 

allow cooperation across the globe. This path is shunned; the path of confrontation has been 

followed. 

 

When confrontation becomes pointless, authority to do it will fade rather quickly. Humans will 

be left with what is always available; cooperation. 

 

Across many lands and people will re-emerge the notion of great generosity as abject selfishness. 

Give what you can when possible, to see it returned in copious amounts and precisely when 

needed, or best felt, enjoyed or consumed.  

 

Q: When I hear about a system which works for everybody, I get nervous because not 

everybody does, wants or pursues the same things.  

C: The solution is abandonment of the idea of a system. This means external organization. 

Internal is far better, this will work for everybody.         

 

Q: No system, no organization? A free-for-all? 

C: Of course. This is only way to provide opportunity for all, with complete freedom. The 

perceptions of problems humans might experience are limited solely to the adjustment period, 

which would be complete in very short order. 

 

Q: Fear prevents us. 

 



C: That is a valid perception but allow us to say, fear is the learned, trained reaction.  

 

Whoever holds control fears the most, thus transfers it onto the targets, blaming them for being 

humans. It is not natural for a human to control others; this is artificial. It is your innate nature to 

accept, but short-term power isn't derived from acceptance. Long term strength which 

overwhelms any and all short-term consideration, emerges from acceptance. 

 

Humans have recently come & gone a long way towards reaching the halfway point in this 

process. Many people crying out for acceptance still vigorously resist it, if their preferences are 

not met along the way.  

 

Q: Physical changes to Earth will help this process beyond the midpoint and take it how far? 

C: Humans will take and make the changes. Physical events will re-focus the mind and 

mentality, how far humans choose to travel is a collective human choice. This is most certainly 

an undecided future, much as many believers in future predictability want to think otherwise.  

 

Life on Earth is not what happens to you, it is what YOU choose to do. How you approach and 

how you react.  

 

Q: "A world working for everybody" sounds like a sentiment born out of physical wants, 

needs and desires.    

C: The context in which you read it, was created with just this perspective. Allow us a 

practical example; many people wish to have motor vehicles and long distance transportation 

available, either a vehicle they operate or one they can have take them to a destination. Other 

drivers cannot be controlled, thus impacts, collisions and serious injuries, even death, occur with 

regularity. To at least address the financial damage, many places in human societies require the 

offending party to pay, and insurance for this has arisen. The provider would not participate 

without a good chance for profit. Often this service is considered excessively expensive, by 

many users of these devices who consider them a necessity.  It is easy to sell the idea of a world 

which works for everybody to a person who feels financial strain arising out of a perceived 

necessity, because s/he wants the cost of transportation to decrease, even while personal 

incoming money does not. The decreasing cost means someone else's incoming money drops, so 

this perspective has hypocritical aspects. 

 

When this transportation method becomes unavailable for the vast majority of current users, this 

will force a re-focus.  

 

Q: What about alien extraterrestrials in all this? 

C: Too many humans want and will want solutions delivered, without realizing the effects. 

Also many humans refuse to believe that solutions provided by visitors to your planet would do 

nothing except create problems. 

 

Q: I have heard of talk regarding a global re-set, that current epi- & pandemic effects are 

the prelude to one, and increased control will result. Is this coming? 

C: The re-set is coming, yes. It is planned to come, also yes. The planners are in for a shock 

few of them will be able to withstand, because the re-set will rattle their cages and drop them 

from the clouds of cluelessness upon which they now live.  

 

Q: Esteemed Committee, thank you and I expect good questions. Ready? 

C: Set we are, and thank you all we do.   

  


